Next on their agenda is to look at furloughing employees. Again this is a move with political interests at heart. The library fund currently has a 7M balance thus employee cuts are not warranted at this time. It's clearly another attack of our libraries from within a board filled by the MP and parish council members with political interests in mind.

And finally this political group that infiltrated our library board refused a grant to learn about the history of voting rights. You may know this was the last straw for the director, Teresa Elberson, who has now announced her retirement. Rejecting a nonpartisan grant from a nonpartisan group such as LEH is disgusting and will only harm our ability to educate library patrons. Louisiana Endowment for the Humanities clearly does not "lean left" as was claimed by the board members, there is no "other side" to a factual study and presentation by a UL history professor.

This is horrible and the political takeover of our libraries must be stopped immediately. Please pay attention to the next applicants for the library board, and require the best application to be accepted rather than allowing your fellow board members to implant political operatives. The ones who are in place already must be censored and removed immediately. Our libraries must stay nonpartisan, must be free and welcoming places to all, and must be fairly managed by people with the appropriate education and experience to fill board of control seats.

A very concerned citizen,
That makes sense.

Also, when we are considering charging out of parish library users, let’s see if we how much we would actually get from charging people. I think it’s important be a good neighbor, if you’re only serving a small number of users outside the Paris, I don’t think it’s worth charging.

Just something to consider.

Josh Carlson  |  Parish Council, District 3
705 W. University Ave.
P.O. Box 4017-C / Lafayette, LA 70502

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any receipt and/or response to this email may be considered a PUBLIC RECORD. If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender immediately. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. Lafayette Parish Consolidated Government 705 W. University Avenue Lafayette, LA 70506 http://www.lafayettela.gov

On Jan 31, 2021, at 12:55 PM, Landon Boudreaux <lmboudreaux2000@gmail.com> wrote:

I requested information from Teresa about what programs would cost us if we were not in agree and what programs we use. We are also trying to actively meet with the Bayou Land Co-Op because I have the agreement Teresa gave and no where does it say we’re going to be revoked if that happens. We have a few questions for the Bayou Land participants. Which to that point, right now, we’re looking at all options. This is not a reality at the moment. I cannot make an informed decision yet until I have a little more information.

On Sun, Jan 31, 2021 at 12:51 PM Josh Carlson, Parish Council District 3 <JoshCarlson@lafayettela.gov> wrote:

Please make sure that pulling out of the consortium will not increase costs.

Josh Carlson  |  Parish Council, District 3
705 W. University Ave.<x-apple-data-detectors://0>
P.O. Box 4017-C / Lafayette, LA 70502
Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any receipt and/or response to this email may be considered a PUBLIC RECORD. If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender immediately. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. Lafayette Parish Consolidated Government 705 W. University Avenue Lafayette, LA 70506

Begin forwarded message:

From: [Redacted] 
Date: January 31, 2021 at 12:25:38 PM CST 
To: "Josh Carlson, Parish Council District 3" <JoshCarlson@lafayettela.gov> 
Subject: Lafayette Parish Library 

An Open Letter to the LCG parish council concerning the Lafayette Public Library Board of Control...

I'd like to bring your attention to the library board of control. New members who were appointed by the council/MP are trying to make the board a political weapon by cutting services, refusing a nonpartisan grant, and unnecessarily furloughing staff.

Stephanie Armbruster, Landon Boudreaux, and Doug Palombo all discussed their interest in canceling the Bayouland co-op agreement. This consortium allows the library to share resources with adjacent parishes, together the group has buying power to reduce costs of ebooks, databases, and other digital media. The director provided a cost savings estimate of $60,000; the only explanation these members provided for the cancellation was to be fiscally responsible, however it was made clear throughout the Monday night board meeting that this would actually increase costs. The impetus for this change is to prevent residents of adjacent parishes to access LPL resources. Not only will this harm our communities, but it is clearly a political weapon to attack our libraries as these board members have been vocal about cutting library funding in the past.

Next on their agenda is to look at furloughing employees. Again this is a move with political interests at heart. The library fund currently has a 7M balance thus employee cuts are not warranted at this time. It's clearly another attack of our libraries from within a board filled by the MP and parish council members with political interests in mind.

And finally this political group that infiltrated our library board refused a grant to learn about the history of voting rights. You may know this was the last straw for the director, Teresa Elberson, who has now announced her retirement. Rejecting a nonpartisan grant from a nonpartisan group such as LEH is
disgusting and will only harm our ability to educate library patrons. Louisiana Endowment for the Humanities clearly does not "lean left" as was claimed by the board members, there is no "other side" to a factual study and presentation by a UL history professor.

This is horrible and the political takeover of our libraries must be stopped immediately. Please pay attention to the next applicants for the library board, and require the best application to be accepted rather than allowing your fellow board members to implant political operatives. The ones who are in place already must be censored and removed immediately. Our libraries must stay nonpartisan, must be free and welcoming places to all, and must be fairly managed by people with the appropriate education and experience to fill board of control seats.

A very concerned citizen,
I requested information from Teresa about what programs would cost us if we were not in agree and what programs we use. We are also trying to actively meet with the Bayou Land Co-Op because I have the agreement Teresa gave and no where does it say we’re going to be revoked if that happens. We have a few questions for the Bayou Land participants. Which to that point, right now, we’re looking at all options. This is not a reality at the moment. I cannot make an informed decision yet until I have a little more information.

On Sun, Jan 31, 2021 at 12:51 PM Josh Carlson, Parish Council District 3 <joshCarlson@lafayettela.gov> wrote:

> Please make sure that pulling out of the consortium will not increase costs.

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any receipt and/or response to this email may be considered a PUBLIC RECORD. If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender immediately. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. Lafayette Parish Consolidated Government 705 W. University Avenue Lafayette, LA 70506 http://www.lafayettela.gov

Begin forwarded message:

From: [redacted] Date: January 31, 2021 at 12:25:38 PM CST To: "Josh Carlson, Parish Council District 3" <joshCarlson@lafayettela.gov> Subject: Lafayette Parish Library

An Open Letter to the LCG parish council concerning the Lafayette Public Library Board of Control...

I’d like to bring your attention to the library board of control. New members who were appointed by the council/MP are trying to make the board a political weapon by cutting services, refusing a nonpartisan grant, and unnecessarily furloughing staff.

Stephanie Armbruster, Landon Boudreaux, and Doug Palombo all discussed their interest in canceling the Bayouland co-op agreement. This consortium allows the library to share resources with adjacent parishes, together the group has buying power to reduce costs of
ebooks, databases, and other digital media. The director provided a cost savings estimate of $60,000; the only explanation these members provided for the cancellation was to be fiscally responsible, however it was made clear throughout the Monday night board meeting that this would actually increase costs. The impetus for this change is to prevent residents of adjacent parishes to access LPL resources. Not only will this harm our communities, but it is clearly a political weapon to attack our libraries as these board members have been vocal about cutting library funding in the past.

Next on their agenda is to look at furloughing employees. Again this is a move with political interests at heart. The library fund currently has a 7M balance thus employee cuts are not warranted at this time. It's clearly another attack of our libraries from within a board filled by the MP and parish council members with political interests in mind.

And finally this political group that infiltrated our library board refused a grant to learn about the history of voting rights. You may know this was the last straw for the director, Teresa Elberson, who has now announced her retirement. Rejecting a nonpartisan grant from a nonpartisan group such as LEH is disgusting and will only harm our ability to educate library patrons. Louisiana Endowment for the Humanities clearly does not "lean left" as was claimed by the board members, there is no "other side" to a factual study and presentation by a UL history professor.

This is horrible and the political takeover of our libraries must be stopped immediately. Please pay attention to the next applicants for the library board, and require the best application to be accepted rather than allowing your fellow board members to implant political operatives. The ones who are in place already must be censored and removed immediately. Our libraries must stay nonpartisan, must be free and welcoming places to all, and must be fairly managed by people with the appropriate education and experience to fill board of control seats.

A very concerned citizen,
I agree. This is just us looking into things. We’re seeing what our options are. When I get to my desk I will send the info that I have.

On Sun, Jan 31, 2021 at 1:07 PM Josh Carlson, Parish Council District 3 <JoshCarlson@lafayettela.gov> wrote:

That makes sense.

Also, when we are considering charging out of parish library users, let’s see if we how much we would actually get from charging people. I think it’s important be a good neighbor, if you’re only serving a small number of users outside the Paris, I don’t think it’s worth charging.

Just something to consider.

Josh Carlson  │ Parish Council, District 3
705 W. University Ave <x-apple-data-detectors://0>
P.O. Box 4017-C / Lafayette, LA 70502

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any receipt and/or response to this email may be considered a PUBLIC RECORD. If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender immediately. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited.Lafayette Parish Consolidated Government 705 W. University Avenue
Lafayette, LA 70506<x-apple-data-detectors://2>

On Jan 31, 2021, at 12:55 PM, Landon Boudreaux <lmboudreaux2000@gmail.com> wrote:

I requested information from Teresa about what programs would cost us if we were not in agree and what programs we use. We are also trying to actively meet with the Bayou Land Co-Op because I have the agreement Teresa gave and no where does it say we’re going to be revoked if that happens. We have a few questions for the Bayou Land participants. Which to that point, right now, we’re looking at all options. This is not a reality at the moment. I cannot make an informed decision yet until I have a little more information.

On Sun, Jan 31, 2021 at 12:51 PM Josh Carlson, Parish Council District 3 <JoshCarlson@lafayettela.gov><mailto:JoshCarlson@lafayettela.gov>> wrote:

Please make sure that pulling out of the consortium will not increase costs.

Josh Carlson  │ Parish Council, District 3
705 W. University Ave<https://www.google.com/maps/search/705+W.+University+Ave?entry=gmail&source=g>,<x-apple-data-detectors://0>
P.O. Box 4017-C / Lafayette, LA 70502
Begin forwarded message:

From: Josh Carlson, Parish Council District 3
Date: January 31, 2021 at 12:25:38 PM CST
To: "Josh Carlson, Parish Council District 3"
Subject: Lafayette Parish Library

An Open Letter to the LCG parish council concerning the Lafayette Public Library Board of Control...

I'd like to bring your attention to the library board of control. New members who were appointed by the council/MP are trying to make the board a political weapon by cutting services, refusing a nonpartisan grant, and unnecessarily furloughing staff.

Stephanie Armbruster, Landon Boudreaux, and Doug Palombo all discussed their interest in canceling the Bayouland co-op agreement. This consortium allows the library to share resources with adjacent parishes, together the group has buying power to reduce costs of ebooks, databases, and other digital media. The director provided a cost savings estimate of $60,000; the only explanation these members provided for the cancellation was to be fiscally responsible, however it was made clear throughout the Monday night board meeting that this would actually increase costs. The impetus for this change is to prevent residents of adjacent parishes to access LPL resources. Not only will this harm our communities, but it is clearly a political weapon to attack our libraries as these board members have been vocal about cutting library funding in the past.

Next on their agenda is to look at furloughing employees. Again this is a move with political interests at heart. The library fund currently has a 7M balance thus employee cuts are not warranted at this time. It's clearly another attack of our libraries from within a board filled by the MP and parish council members with political interests in mind.

And finally this political group that infiltrated our library board refused a grant to learn about the history of voting rights. You may know this was the last straw for the director, Teresa Elberson, who has now announced her retirement. Rejecting a nonpartisan grant from a nonpartisan group such as LEH is disgusting and will only harm our ability to educate library patrons. Louisiana Endowment for the Humanities clearly does not "lean left" as was claimed by the board members, there is no "other side" to a factual study and presentation by a UL history professor.

This is horrible and the political takeover of our libraries must be stopped immediately. Please pay
attention to the next applicants for the library board, and require the best application to be accepted rather than allowing your fellow board members to implant political operatives. The ones who are in place already must be censored and removed immediately. Our libraries must stay nonpartisan, must be free and welcoming places to all, and must be fairly managed by people with the appropriate education and experience to fill board of control seats.

A very concerned citizen,

[Redacted]